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July:
• Partner News + Inspire Sessions
• Partner Program: Microsoft Cloud Accelerators
• Security, Compliance & Identity @ Double Speed
• Windows 11 Announcement

August:
• Kicking off the New Financial Year: Modern Work & Security
• Partner Opportunity & Inspire Updates: Modern Work,
Security & SMB
• Partner MW&S Incentives
• Partner Capability & Advanced Specialisations

• Partner News including:

September
Agenda

• $? billion Microsoft investment on Security
• Program: MCAP Workshop Update
• Upcoming Partner Events

• Price Update Announcement
• Teams Phone for SMB – UK Incentive

News Updates…..
Katrina Borthwick, Modern Work & Security Partner Solutions Lead

• Keep up to date: Microsoft 365 Blog, Security Blog, Partner News, Microsoft UK News
• Community: Global Microsoft 365 Partner Yammer & UK Partner Community Site
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microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/blog/

This month, we are continuing to build on our recent announcements, from making Windows 365 available
to everyone to introducing new features in Microsoft Teams and across Microsoft 365 designed to empower
your people to work from anywhere.

•

•

•

Now generally available, Windows 365 gives everyone, from interns and contractors to software
developers and industrial designers, the agency to connect to their apps, data, and settings from any
device.
We’re introducing additional collaborative apps from our partners, a new Q&A app for Microsoft Teams,
a new Communities app, and more. Take notes and edit records right within Teams with new partner
apps, Salesforce for Teams, Simplify virtual health workflows for your frontline healthcare
workers(+Microsoft Bookings), Add open or moderated Q&As to any Teams meeting, Experience
the new Communities app in Teams and Outlook for web
Build in breaks and stay on top of what’s most important

microsoft.com/security/blog/

microsoft.com/security/blog/

We surpassed $10 billion in security business revenue, representing more than 40 percent year-over-year growth,
and were recognized as a leader in five Gartner Magic Quadrants and seven Forrester Wave reports.
Key themes: Zero Trust principles help to shape the journey; Closing the security skills gap; Enabling digital
sovereignty; Our mission, together and going deeper into Significant partner opportunity expansion:
•

•

•

Recently, we commissioned Forrester Consulting to investigate the partner opportunity around Microsoft Security and
found that for 2021, partners reported up to 130 percent increase in business year-over-year (YoY) when selling Microsoft
Security solutions. Forrester Total Economic Impact study.
Microsoft 365 Lighthouse is currently available as a public preview and provides managed service providers with one
central location and standard security configuration templates to secure devices, data, and users for small and medium
business customers using Microsoft Business Premium. Microsoft 365 Lighthouse website
Unprecedented 400 percent increase in our partner program funding to help you succeed, including expansion of
the Microsoft Intelligent Security Association (MISA) and more skilling resources such as security workshops, practice
playbooks, and a new advanced specialization for security.

news.microsoft.com/en-gb/

Manchester Airports Group (MAG), which runs those three airports, could have focused
on the short-term problems that all travel companies were suddenly faced with.
Instead, its leaders saw an opportunity to use this quieter time to step up their digital
transformation with Microsoft, so when travellers could eventually return, they would
be greeted by one of the best travel experiences anywhere in Europe. Karen Smart,
Managing Director at Manchester Airport.
“Despite this, MAG is a forward-thinking business and so, while adapting our business
to survive the financial impact of the pandemic, we also used this time to accelerate our
digital transformation.” “By embracing technology such as Microsoft’s, we’ve been able
to utilise the past 12 to 18 months to pivot our ways of working, enabling us to enter
the recovery from COVID-19 on the front foot, empowering our business to work faster
and smarter.”

Microsoft and BT have formed a strategic partnership that will drive innovation and growth
in the telecoms sector and shape the future of voice calling. As part of the exciting new
agreement, BT’s global managed voice services will transition to the cloud. The unique
partnership paves the way for the development of revolutionary new cloud-based products
and services for BT’s voice customers and the wider telecoms sector.

Operator Connect, which supports telecom operators adding their calling plans to Microsoft
Teams, will help BT create new business models and revenue streams as it innovates, creates
and grows. BT will offer its managed voice services directly through Microsoft Teams,
enhancing communication experiences for customers and creating new opportunities for
growth. The number of users of BT’s managed Microsoft Teams collaboration service has
almost doubled during the past 12 months. Microsoft’s focus on placing cutting-edge
security at the heart of business will be combined with BT’s own expertise and extensive
threat intelligence gained from protecting one of the world’s largest global networks to
enable and protect modern, collaborative workspaces.

blogs.windows.com

Security

Modern Work

Microsoft Cloud Accelerator | Workshop updates
Workshop Priority Areas

Current workshops

Updated workshops (Launch July 9)

Modernize Endpoints

Endpoint Management

Endpoint Management

Transition to Cloud

Secure work from anywhere

Transition to Cloud

Modernize Communications

Teams calling

Modernize Communications

Hybrid Meetings

Teams Meetings & Meeting Room

Hybrid Meetings

Enable Frontline

Frontline worker

Enable Frontline (coming soon)

Knowledge discovery

Employee Experience with Microsoft Viva

Insights discovery

Employee Experience with Microsoft Viva Insights

Cross sales play

Teams apps & solutions

Teams Apps & Solutions

Manage & investigate risks

NA

Manage & investigate risk

Protect & govern sensitive data

Compliance

Sensitive data

Zero trust foundations

Identity

Securing identities

Modernize security &
defend against threats

Security

Threat protection

Azure Sentinel

Azure Sentinel

Secure Azure, hybrid multi-cloud

Hybrid cloud security

Hybrid cloud security

Employee Experience

“What’s New” May to 30th September 2021 incentive promotional pricing (up
to USD $5,000 per workshop) or until program cap is reached

aka.ms/CloudAccelerators

readiness.transform.microsoft.com

Highlighting upcoming Global Partner Events…

ON DEMAND: https://cloudpartners.transform.microsoft.com/events
EVENTS: https://cloudpartners.transform.microsoft.com/readiness/calendar

Microsoft 365 Partner Yammer community

Highlighting upcoming UK Partner Events…
Teams App and Integrations Managed UK Partner Event – 16th September 2021
This event is for all managed UK Partners who want to learn more about the opportunity associated with Teams Apps and Integrations (including
Viva!). At this event we will explain the opportunity and how you as a partner can take advantage of it. Partners will also learn about the different
types of apps/integrations that exist within Teams. Expect awesome demos, interesting content and a wealth of information tobe shared over
the hour!

Getting Started with Topics and Syntex - 22nd September 2021
During this event we are going to look at Topics "Connecting People with Knowledge and Experts" and Syntex "Automated ContentProcessing
and Transformation of Content into Knowledge". Think of this as an opportunity to get better acquainted with these services, run through some
demonstrations and build a Syntex model.

Microsoft Frontline Worker – 27th September 2021
The Microsoft Frontline Worker 1-day workshop offers Microsoft Partners knowledge of the Frontline worker SKU and its practical application for
Microsoft customers. We will cover the apps and services the Frontline worker SKUs encompass and examples scenarios how organisations can
empower their Frontline workers in the retail, healthcare, local government, and manufacturing sectors. The workshop will explore devices
specifically for Frontline workers.

Find out the latest news in skills with our brand-new office hours series on the 23rd September 2021!
https://aka.ms/PartnerSkillsOfficeHoursSeptember

Price Update Announcement
Nico Charritton, MW&S: Small and Medium Business Product Marketing Manager

© Copyright Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

SUMMARY: Recent updates build on a decade of constant innovation
DECADE OF INNOVATION

AUDIO CONFERENCING

UPDATE TO LIST PRICE

Since June 2011 we have continuously reinvested:

Adding unlimited dial-in across the suites (currently
included in Microsoft 365 E5 and Office 365 E5)

Our first substantive change to the list price since
Office 365 release

•

•

•

Released Office 365 in June 2011 connecting
Office to the cloud

Released Microsoft 365 in 2017, combining
Office + Windows + EMS
Added or introduced 25 apps, including Teams,
Access, Bookings, Delve, Forms, GroupMe,
Kaizala, Lens, Lists, OneDrive, OneNote Class
Notebook, Planner, Power Apps, Power
Automate, Power BI, Publisher, SharePoint, Skype
for Business, Staff Hub, Stream, Sway, To-Do,
Visio, Whiteboard, and Yammer.

•

Released 1400 new capabilities
Communication and collaboration, including realtime collab, Together Mode, Front Row,
Security and compliance: , including DLP for email
and documents, sensitivity labels, and message
encryption; Content Search, MFA
AI and assistance, including acronyms; live
captions and subtitles; translator, Designer

•

Microsoft 365 E3, Office 365 E3 / E1

•

Microsoft 365 E3 ($32 → $36)

•

Microsoft 365 F3 / F1, Office 365 F3

•

Office 365 E5 ($35 → $38)

•

Microsoft 365 Business Basic / Business Standard
/ Business Premium

•

Office 365 E3 ($20 → $23)

•

Office 365 E1 ($8 → $10)

•

Microsoft 365 Business Basic ($5 → $6)

•

Microsoft 365 Business Premium ($20 → $22)

Currently included with Microsoft 365 E5 and Office
365 E5, we have come to see dial-in as an important
part of the complete Teams experience.
• Commercially available in over 70 countries, w/
interactive support in 44 languages and dialects

• Unlimited dial-in provides peace of mind that
users will be able to join their Teams meeting from
virtually any device regardless of location.
Effective in March 2022

Effective March 1, 2022

Microsoft 365 delivers new value

• Quickstarter in PPT
• Automatic video
transcription & face
detection in Stream
• Customer Lockbox
• Retention Policies
• Secure Score
• BitLocker
• Exploit Guard
• Microsoft Teams
• Microsoft Bookings
• Microsoft Stream
• Guest access to Groups

Sample of new products and capabilities added since launch

•
•
•
•

Office 365
Launch

2011

2012

Yammer
Exchange mailbox size to 50GB
OneDrive storage to 25GB
External Collaboration

2013

•
•
•
•
•
•

DLP for SharePoint & OneDrive
Office message encryption
Microsoft Sway
Outlook Mobile
Office apps for Android
Real-time co-authoring

2014

• Office apps for iOS
• Office 365 Groups
• Office 365 Message
Encryption
• Delve
• Built-in MDM
• OneDrive storage to 1TB

Communication & Collaboration
Security & Compliance

AI & Assistance

2015

2016

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Planner
Zoom in PowerPoint
Litigation Hold
Exchange Online
Protection
Designer in PowerPoint
Editor in Word &
Outlook
Researcher in Word
Focused Inbox
Smart attachments
Translate
Learning Tools in
OneNote & Word

2017

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2018

Acronyms in Word
Auto captions for live events
Live captions & subtitles, PPT
Ideas in Word
Teams: intelligent capture,
live captions, subtitles
New encryption policies
20x performance gain in
Excel functions
Outlook suggest recipients
PPT export to 4k video
Hand-drawn shape to objects
Accessible PDFs
New functions in Excel

2019

• 3D animations
• To-dos, @mentions in Word
• Meeting Recording transcriptions
in Teams
• LinkedIn integration w/ Outlook
• Content Search
• Office 365 Cloud App Security
• MS Defender Credential Guard
• Dictate in Office apps
• Ideas in PowerPoint
• Intelligent file recommendations
• Resume Assistant
• SharePoint storage quota from
0.5GB to 10GB per user

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Live translation, captions
Outlook suggested replies
Compliance Manager
Advanced eDiscovery
Fluid Framework
Scheduler
Co-author in chat
Visio Plan 0
Draft documents with voice
Accessibility ribbon in Excel
Spotlight multiple people
New reactions in Teams
Together mode

• Breakout rooms
• Audio Conferencing

2020

2021

Speaker name in live captions
Online collab w/ MS Whiteboard
Join meetings without leaving inbox
New stock images
Same signature, all devices
Pin a post w/in a Teams channel
Spotlight a video
Customize background
Group chat increased to 50
Sensitivity label in Outlook
Advanced Audit
Natural language query in Excel
Presenter Coach
Writing suggestions
Built in translator
More languages in Live Events

Audio Conferencing

Impacted SKUs

No internet? No problem. Dial into the meeting.

effective in March 2022

• Unlimited dial-in available across the suite at no additional cost
• Enables users to dial in to cloud-hosted conference calls w/ telephone numbers
• The dial-in information is automatically included in all online meetings.
• Commercially available in +70 countries, interactive support in 44 languages

Enterprise and Government
• Microsoft 365 E5*
•
•
•
•

Microsoft 365 E3
Office 365 E5*
Office 365 E3
Office 365 E1

Frontline and Government

• Microsoft 365 F3
• Microsoft 365 F1
• Office 365 F3
SMB
• Microsoft 365 Business Basic
• Microsoft 365 Business Standard
• Microsoft 365 Business Premium

For current list of available dial-in and dial-out
countries, please visit our countries list

* Audio Conferencing is currently available to Microsoft 365 E5
and Office 365 E5, as well as a $4/user standalone SKU

Global Reach

70+ countries, 400 cities
with dial-in locations.

Argentina

Estonia

Mexico

South Africa

Australia

Finland

Monaco

South Korea

Austria

France

Netherlands

Spain

Belgium

Germany

New Zealand

Sri Lanka

Bosnia and Herzegovina

Greece

Norway

Sweden

Brazil

Hong Kong

Panama

Switzerland

Bulgaria

Hungary

Paraguay

Taiwan

Canada*

Indonesia

Peru

Thailand

Chile

Ireland

Philippines

Trinidad and Tobago

China**

Israel

Poland

Turkey

Colombia

Italy

Portugal

Ukraine

Costa Rica

Japan

Puerto Rico

United Arab Emirates

Croatia

Jordan

Qatar

United Kingdom

Cyprus

Kenya

Romania

United States*

Czech Republic

Latvia

Russia

Uruguay

Denmark

Lithuania

Serbia

Venezuela

Dominican Republic

Luxembourg

Singapore

Vietnam

Ecuador

Malaysia

Slovakia

Egypt

Malta

Slovenia

*United States and Canada: The $0 Audio Conferencing Add-on SKU will include both unlimited toll dial-in and 60 minutes/user/month of dial-out pooled at the tenant level to Zone A “included” countries.
**China, which is available to Multi-National Corporations (MNCs) that are domiciled outside of China only, will also be eligible for $0 Audio Conferencing under the same conditions as today.

Microsoft 365 price update

Impacted SKUs

Announce 19 August 2021, effective 01 March 2022

effective in March 2022

First substantive update to the list price for:

• Office 365 since first launched, June 2011
• Microsoft 365 since first launched, March 2017
Since launch, we have added or introduced 25 applications
•

Teams, Access, Bookings, Delve, Forms, GroupMe, Kaizala, Lens, Lists, OneDrive, OneNote Class
Notebook, Planner, Power Apps, Power Automate, Power BI, Publisher, SharePoint, Skype for
Business, Staff Hub, Stream, Sway, To-Do, Visio, Whiteboard, and Yammer

Enterprise
• Microsoft 365 E3 ($32 → $36)
• Office 365 E5 ($35 → $38)
• Office 365 E3 ($20 → $23)
• Office 365 E1 ($8 → $10)
SMB
• Microsoft 365 Business Basic ($5 → $6)
• Microsoft 365 Business Premium ($20 → $22)

Since launch, we have developed and released over 1400 capabilities
• Communication & Collaboration: Together Mode, Custom Backgrounds, Front Row, live
captions with speaker attribution, group chat with up to 250 people, polls in Teams meetings,
and virtual breakout rooms; Whiteboard; Lists; Planner; Shifts; Forms; real-time collaboration in
Word, Excel, PowerPoint desktop apps; @mentions; assign tasks; modern comments; auto-save;
expanded cloud storage

Education

• No change at this time
Charity
• No change at this time

• Security & Compliance: DLP for email and documents, sensitivity labels, and message
encryption; Content Search, eDiscovery, and core Litigation Hold; MFA

• AI & Assistance: Automatic video transcription & face detection in Stream; Acronyms in

Word; Live captions & subtitles; Ideas in Word, Natural language query in Excel; Presenter Coach;
Ideas in PowerPoint; Resume Assistant; Designer in PowerPoint; Editor in Word & Outlook;
Researcher in Word; Translate

Pricing will affect both annual and monthly billing options
and should be effective at the next renewal after March 1st
Public Announcement:
New pricing for Microsoft 365 | Microsoft 365 Blog

Microsoft 365 delivers new value

Communication & collaboration | Work with others no matter where they are

All your teamwork in one place
Collaborate on your files in Microsoft Teams, and
spin up a chat, meeting or interactive whiteboard
to brainstorm with others

Files that help you work
Coauthor in real time, grab people’s attention with
@mentions, and see what’s changed

Secure sharing for the entire team
Give secure file access to get everyone’s input—in
and outside the organization—without
compromising your work

Microsoft Whiteboard in Teams
See more about real-time collaboration across Microsoft 365

Microsoft 365 delivers new value

Communication & collaboration | Work naturally and collaborate across languages

Live captions and subtitles
Displays live, subtitled speech in 20 spoken
languages. Shows built-in captions / subtitles on
the screen in one of 60+ written languages

Worksheet collaboration
Work together in the same file at the same time—
sort or filter, switch between sheet views, and
share personalized views with other collaborators

Multilingual speech-to-text
Select from 20 different languages to dictate your
content and quickly create documents, notes,
presentations, emails, or even slide notes—
whether on desktop or mobile

Live captions and subtitles in PowerPoint

Microsoft 365 delivers new value

Communication & collaboration | Teams reimagined

Organize your team
in a shared workspace
Organize content and conversations together with
public and private channels. Manage plans, tasks,
and list to ensure the team’s success.

Share files and co-author
Easily share files with people inside or outside
your organization. Co-author documents in realtime directly in Teams. Search across people, files,
and chats to find what you need

Stay in sync with persistent,
threaded 1:1 and group chats
Allow people outside your organization to
participate with secure guest access.

See what’s new in Microsoft Teams

Microsoft 365 delivers new value

Communication & collaboration | Bring business processes into the flow of work

Improve meetings and chats with
ready made apps
Stay in the flow and eliminate context switching by
using apps directly in Teams. Turn messages into
action with workflows directly in your chats

Optimize business processes with
low-code solutions
Automate repetitive processes using prebuilt
templates or custom steps and rules.

Easily create, edit, and share apps and forms with
connections to 400+ data sources

Microsoft 365 delivers new value

Security and compliance | Ensure the right users have access

Seamless, secure access
Securely access all your work resources with
Azure Active Directory and enable external
collaborators to do the same

Added layers of authentication
Double down on secure access with multi-factor
authentication and Conditional Access policies to
further validate identities

Say “hello” to biometric access
Sign into your device using biometrics like your
fingerprint or face instead of passwords with
Windows Hello

Windows Hello

Microsoft 365 delivers new value

Security and compliance | Help prevent accidental data leaks

Microsoft security best practices
Install configurable, Microsoft-recommended
security baselines to protect users based on
organizational preferences

Integrated data loss prevention
Identify, monitor, and automatically protect
sensitive data across Microsoft 365 workloads
using targeted data loss prevention policies

User-friendly content protection
Leverage features like sensitivity labels in Office
and secure sharing options in Outlook to help
users safeguard their own work

“

With the latest data loss prevention capabilities, we’ll build new
policies to keep our information safe across legal, audit, and other
departments.”
— Raymond Kernea, VP of Information Security |

Data loss prevention

Microsoft 365 delivers new value

Security and compliance | Proactively block threats

Security policies tailored to you
Use Security Policy Advisor to improve Microsoft
365 Apps security based on Microsoft best
practices and live data from your environment

Quantify your security approach

Get a numeric measurement of your
organization’s security posture, along with
benchmarks and KPIs, with Secure Score

Secure Score

Microsoft 365 delivers new value

AI and assistance | Collect and analyze data to inform decisions

AI-powered analysis in Excel
Look at your data differently (and faster) to find
unexpected answers with features like Data
Types, Ideas, and Sheet View

Scheduling made simple
Get time back from manual scheduling by
managing appointments with Bookings

Easier information collection
Create surveys, quizzes, and polls to get data that
impacts org-level decisions with Forms

Chart recommendations in Excel
Select from the list of recommended charts based
on the analysis of your data, and insert the chart
or pivot table into the worksheet
Data Types in Excel

Microsoft 365 delivers new value

AI and assistance | Enable employees to deliver their best work their way

Natural work experiences
Use natural language to ask questions of your
data* and voice commands across Office to
juggle your work and personal life

Assistive, interactive presentations
Deliver polished, engaging presentations
that accommodate any audience using Presenter
Coach and Live Presentations

Presentations that shine—with ease
Let PowerPoint do the design work so you can
focus more on content, presentation practice,
and life outside work

Presenter Coach in PowerPoint
*Products that support natural language query include Excel, Power BI, Dynamics 365, and Azure.

Microsoft 365 delivers new value

AI and assistance | Dictation with voice commands

Speech-to-text dictation
Easily create content with your voice using built-in accessibility
voice features, like formatting text and
adding punctuation

Multilingual, hands-free typing assistance
Select from 20 different languages* to dictate your content and
quickly create documents, notes, presentations, emails, or even
slide notes—whether on desktop or mobile

Natural language service
Use voice commands to add, format, edit, and organize your
text—say things like “start list” or “bold last sentence” and add
symbols using natural language like “dot dot dot”

“

The built-in accessibility functionalities across Microsoft 365 such
as speech-to-text dictation, live captioning, read aloud, and realtime translation are just a few capabilities that allow First Midwest
Bank to further enhance our commitment to inclusion and
engagement on all levels.”
— Jo Ann Boylan, Chief Information and Operations Officer |
*New preview languages include Danish, Dutch, Finnish, Japanese, Norwegian, and Swedish

Making sure content is
accessible should be as
simple – and as automatic –
as checking spelling.
Across our products, we are investing in tools that
make it easier to be inclusive using AI, contextual
reminders and new features designed in
collaboration with people with disabilities..

Accessibility Checker suggests edits to help you make your content accessible to
everyone.

Real impact on employee productivity, flexibility, and retention

“The biggest impact the Microsoft products have had is the ability to
allow users to complete tasks and collaboration activities in an easy-to-use fashion.”
C-level executive, healthcare organization,
10,000+ employees, primarily deployed on Microsoft 365

Impact to employees
“Our employee technology experience
helps us delight our stakeholders,
customers, and/or constituents.”

“Employees are able to seamlessly
collaborate and in real time.”

35%

45%

58%

43%

35%

35%
26%

Primarily
Primarily
Primarily
Office 2016/19 Office 365 Microsoft 365
(n=168)

“Our employee technology experience
improves recruitment and retention
efforts.”

55%

53%

51%
29%

“Workers have technology that enables
flexibility to choose where they get
their jobs done.”

(n=165)

(n=167)

Primarily
Primarily
Primarily
Office 2016/19 Office 365 Microsoft 365
(n=168)

(n=165)

(n=167)

Get the complete study:
Enterprise Strategy Group. “Building a Resilient Organization through Integrated Cl oud -based IT.” A s tudy commissioned by
Mi cros oft. September 2020. www.microsoft.com/download/details.aspx?id=102124

Primarily
Primarily
Primarily
Office 2016/19 Office 365 Microsoft 365
(n=168)

(n=165)

(n=167)

32%

Primarily
Primarily
Primarily
Office 2016/19 Office 365 Microsoft 365
(n=168)

(n=165)

(n=167)

Real impact on IT admin tasks and results

“Microsoft helps us streamline processes through a set of products that work well
together, so it saves time that would otherwise be spent on a lot of mundane tasks.”
Senior IT manager, healthcare organization,
1000 to 2499 employees, primarily deployed on Microsoft 365

Impact to IT admins
“Our employee technology experience
helps keep end-users protected
and data secure.”

“Our timeliness closing Microsoftrelated support tickets is excellent.”

43%
34%

Primarily
Primarily
Primarily
Office 2016/19 Office 365 Microsoft 365
(n=165)

(n=167)

(n=168)

(n=165)

(n=167)

Get the complete study:
Enterprise Strategy Group. “Building a Resilient Organization through Integrated Cl oud -based IT.” A s tudy commissioned by
Mi cros oft. September 2020. www.microsoft.com/download/details.aspx?id=102124

Primarily
Primarily
Primarily
Office 2016/19 Office 365 Microsoft 365
(n=168)

(n=165)

76%

35%

28%

Primarily
Primarily
Primarily
Office 2016/19 Office 365 Microsoft 365

“We regularly identify and
remediate employee’s
issues proactively.”

47%

42%

26%

(n=168)

57%

55%

54%
36%

“Our timeliness onboarding a
new employee is excellent.”

(n=167)

Primarily
Primarily
Primarily
Office 2016/19 Office 365 Microsoft 365
(n=168)

(n=165)

(n=167)

Microsoft 365 enables business resilience
Primarily
Microsoft 365
Primarily
Office 365
Primarily
Office 2016/19

“I am very confident in my organization’s ability to
deliver the technology experience needed to

adapt and thrive through major disruptions.”

Sources:
Enterprise Strategy Group. “Building a Resilient Organization through Integrated Cl oud -based IT.” A s tudy commissioned by
Mi cros oft. September 2020. www.microsoft.com/download/details.aspx?id=102124

58%
41%
35%

Cost savings and benefits of transition to cloud
Annual cost savings will be different for every
customer. Business Value & Cost Savings here are
estimated from the Microsoft Value Calculator based
on the Forrester Total Economic Impact product
analysis referred to in the disclaimer.
Vendor license cost consolidation
IT admin, deployment savings
Reduce total cost of risk

$394,800
$1,041,000
$346,667

Physical, T&E cost displacement

$267,333

Savings on automation, process
improvement

$5,437,667

50 hours

saved per user per year
for improved productivity

24%

less time spent deploying
and managing new software

426%

return on investment

6-month
payback period

An organization with 1,000 licenses of Microsoft 365 E3 and Surfaces Laptops* may
recognize benefits of $23.2 million over three years, adding up to a net present value
of $15.5 million, or $15,510 per user.
Source: Results from the Microsoft Value Calculator for the M365 E3 and Surface Laptop 3 at $1,399/unit* licensing combination and based on multiple studies* by Forrester Consulting,
commissioned by Microsoft and with Microsoft research. The cost savings in this presentation are illustrative and only intended for your internal use. Prices may vary by reseller and channel. The
results may not be accurate or appropriate for your needs and should not be relied upon as your sole reference.
MICROSOFT MAKES NO WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, ABOUT THE RESULTS WITHIN THIS PRESENTATION
*Forrester Total Economic Impact Studies used as inputs for this Sales Play: 1,2The Total Economic Impact Of Microsoft 365 E3, December 2020; Maximizing Your ROI From Microsoft 365
Enterprise With Microsoft Surface, July 2020

Potential cost savings & business value

Cost savings categories

20,000 seats

1,000 seats

50 seats

$7,560,000

$394,800

$19,740

$20,070,667

$1,041,000

$64,667

Reduce total cost of risk
Legal/data loss/compliance/security breach

$2,977,333

$346,667

$215,333

Save with T&E cost displacement
Travel/expenses/entertainment

$5,346,000

$267,333

$13,333

$63,363,333

$5,437,667

$351,333

up to

up to

up to

Vendor license cost consolidation1
Security, productivity, communication, workflow, etc.

IT admin & deployment savings
IT software deployment & IT admin costs

Save on automation and process improvements
Artificial Intelligence & automation services

Potential cost savings per year

$99.7M

$7.5M

$664.4K

$4,580,000

$229,000

$11,000

Cash flow management
Capex to Opex cash flow2
Moving out of on-prem licenses CALs, Windows, Office

Results from the Microsoft Value Calculator for the M365 E3 and Surface Laptop at $1,399/unit licensing combination. Results based on a multiple studies* by Forrester Consulting, commissioned by Microsoft and with Microsoft research.
Visit roi.transform.Microsoft.com or contact your Microsoft representative for estimates for your organization.
1Microsoft 365 E3 example. 2Moving from upfront capital expenditures to operational expenditure for easier cash flow.
*Forrester Total Economic Impact Studies used as inputs for this Sales Play: The Total Economic Impact Of Microsoft 365 E3, December 2020; Maximizing Your ROI From Microsoft 365 Enterprise With Microsoft Surface, July 2020

Get started today
•

Learn | Read about Microsoft 365, compare licensing options, and get support

•

Reimagine | Visit Microsoft’s business resiliency website for digital transformation guidance

•

Budget | Use the Value Calculator tool for a cost and benefit analysis of your organization

•

Experience | Contact your account team or partner to schedule a workshop or to request a trial

•

Validate | Ensure your desktop apps are compatible now and with Windows 11 in the future

•

Deploy | Leverage FastTrack and partners to move to Microsoft 365 E3 confidently

SUMMARY: Recent updates build on a decade of constant innovation
DECADE OF INNOVATION

AUDIO CONFERENCING

UPDATE TO LIST PRICE

Since June 2011 we have continuously reinvested:

Adding unlimited dial-in across the suites (currently
included in Microsoft 365 E5 and Office 365 E5)

Our first substantive change to the list price since
Office 365 release

•

•

•

Released Office 365 in June 2011 connecting
Office to the cloud

Released Microsoft 365 in 2017, combining
Office + Windows + EMS
Added or introduced 25 apps, including Teams,
Access, Bookings, Delve, Forms, GroupMe,
Kaizala, Lens, Lists, OneDrive, OneNote Class
Notebook, Planner, Power Apps, Power
Automate, Power BI, Publisher, SharePoint, Skype
for Business, Staff Hub, Stream, Sway, To-Do,
Visio, Whiteboard, and Yammer.

•

Released 1400 new capabilities
Communication and collaboration, including realtime collab, Together Mode, Front Row,
Security and compliance: , including DLP for email
and documents, sensitivity labels, and message
encryption; Content Search, MFA
AI and assistance, including acronyms; live
captions and subtitles; translator, Designer

•

Microsoft 365 E3, Office 365 E3 / E1

•

Microsoft 365 E3 ($32 → $36)

•

Microsoft 365 F3 / F1, Office 365 F3

•

Office 365 E5 ($35 → $38)

•

Microsoft 365 Business Basic / Business Standard
/ Business Premium

•

Office 365 E3 ($20 → $23)

•

Office 365 E1 ($8 → $10)

•

Microsoft 365 Business Basic ($5 → $6)

•

Microsoft 365 Business Premium ($20 → $22)

Currently included with Microsoft 365 E5 and Office
365 E5, we have come to see dial-in as an important
part of the complete Teams experience.
• Commercially available in over 70 countries, w/
interactive support in 44 languages and dialects

• Unlimited dial-in provides peace of mind that
users will be able to join their Teams meeting from
virtually any device regardless of location.
Effective in March 2022

Effective March 1, 2022

Teams Phone for SMB - UK Incentive
Angela Calvert, UK Partner Incentive Lead
Brigid Mansfield, MW&S: Teams Phone for SMB Product Marketing Manager

UK Q1 Partner Incentives On Demand
www.microsoft.com/en-us/videoplayer/embed/RWHCen
(e.g. 23 mins Azure Expert/Advanced Spec, 34 mins CPOR online usage)

http://aka.ms/partnerincentives
© Copyright Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

Modern Work Incentive

Teams Phone for SMB
Campaign Code: LC001854
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Modern Work Incentive: Teams Phone for SMB
Goal – Accelerate Teams Phone for SMB
Incentivise Direct CSPs and Indirect Resellers to build Teams Phone practices and
acquire midmarket customers (>30 seats of Business Voice)

The Program
• For every customer with >30 seats of Microsoft 365 Business Voice (with or without calling plan) the
partner will earn an additional $500 during the campaign up to $10,000 per partner.
• Both new and existing Microsoft customers are eligible as long as they had <30 seats of Microsoft 365
Business Voice (with or without calling plan) before 1st September 2021
• This is a CSP program for Direct CSPs and Indirect Resellers. Indirect Providers are not eligible; however,
we encourage them to promote and amplify this campaign with their own offers and support.
• Program period begins 1st September 2021 and finishes on 30 th June 2022.
Microsoft Confidential – NDA Only

Details
Eligible Partners
•
•
•

CSP Direct
CSP Indirect Reseller
Sign up via MSFT Partner Center

Eligible Customers
•

New or Existing Microsoft customers with less than 30 seats of Microsoft 365
Business Voice (with or without calling plan)

Eligible SKUs
•
•
•
•

Microsoft 365 Business Voice
Microsoft 365 Business Voice Adoption Promo
Microsoft 365 Business Voice (without Calling Plan)
Microsoft 365 Business Voice (without Calling Plan) Adoption Promo

Payout
Amounts will be calculated using Microsoft records and paid at the end of each
quarter, up to 60 days after quarter ends. Incentive funds are 100% Rebate!
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Earning Potential
This program is cumulative with other
eligible CSP Incentives:

Channel margin (ERP – Partner Price)
+ 4% CSP Rebate
+ 10% New Customer Adds

Examples
Example #1:

Example #2:

A customer with 50 users of Microsoft 365 Business
Basic adds 5 seats of Microsoft 365 Business Voice
(without calling plan) in October 2021.

A partner signs up a new customer to Microsoft 365
Business Premium + 35 seats of Microsoft 365
Business Voice (full suite) in January 2022.

At this stage, the customer doesn’t reach the minimum
threshold of 30 seats of Microsoft 365 Business Voice
(with or without calling plan) so does not qualify.

In February 2022 the customer decides to reduce their
Microsoft 365 Business Voice seats to only 25 seats.

In November 2021, the customer adds another 35
seats of Microsoft 365 Business Voice (without calling
plan) reaching a total of 40.
Because this customer added more than 30 seats of one
of the Microsoft 365 Business Voice suites during the
campaign period, the partner would earn $500
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While the customer did reach the threshold initially, the
total number of seats dropped below the threshold and
no longer qualifies for the incentive.

Next Steps & Resources
1. Sign up
• Review Incentive T&Cs here: MSFT Partner Center
• You will receive notification directly from Partner Center and is sent to the MPN Location ID contact via email.
Look out for emails from Partner Center, review the terms, and enroll via the Incentives tab in Partner Center
2. Get Ready
• Find information about the Partner Opportunity, Sales & Technical Enablement and Marketing resources in the
M365 Business Voice Partner Playbook
• Attend our upcoming webinars and view on-demand sessions for building a Voice Practice:
o Building & Expanding a Business Voice Practice: On-demand
o Getting Started with Microsoft 365 Business Voice: On-demand
o Become an Expert at Selling & Configuring Business Voice: On-demand
o Connecting Business Voice to the PSTN: 23rd September 2021, 4pm Europe/London
o Getting Started with Business Voice Troubleshooting: 13th October 2021, 4pm Europe/London
3. Sell!
- Work with your Microsoft or Indirect Provider team to identify customers
- Contact for any Incentive-specific queries: https://aka.ms/IncentivesSupport
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FAQs
Q: If a customer has >30 seats of M365 Business Voice with another CSP Reseller and I
become their CSP Reseller of choice during the campaign, will I earn $500 for them?
A: No. The customer had >30 seats of M365 Business Voice (with or without calling plan)
before 1st Sep 2021 and they are not eligible
Q: What is the incentive code and name?
A: LC001854 FY22 UK SMB M365 Business Voice Customer Add Campaign.
Q: What is the deadline for campaign enrolment?
A: March 31st 2022
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Next call: 8th October 2021 @ 10AM

Thank you

In the meantime please continue the conversation in our
chat forum:
aka.ms/UKModernWorkandSecurity

e.g. UK CyberSecurity Awareness Month, GTM
Resources & Offerings for Partners…..

Questions?
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